
Replace Adobe 
Search&Promote with  

AI Powered Search

SearchBlox makes it simple to replace Adobe Search&Promote

A modern, AI-powered search solution creates better experiences and a more connected enterprise. Move from Adobe 

Search&Promote with confidence and help your customers and teams make better decisions faster with our suite of 

smart tools.

Fixed-cost migration that’s done in two weeks.

Rest assured we’ve got all 
your needs covered.

We get it. Change is hard.

We make 
migration 
simple, step-
by-step:

1. Plan
Tell us what you want and 

need in your next search 

solution (free consult).

3. Migrate
We set up SearchBlox and 

start running use cases to 

optimize your environment.

2. Review
Our team gets under the

hood to understand your 

current configuration and 

user experience.

4. Deliver
When it all looks good to 

your team, we push it live.

5. Support
We validate the changes 

and you’re off and running, 

searching and finding all 

your critical data!

Learn More

Moving to a new search solution that 
checks all the boxes shouldn’t be.

Fix Your Content

Get Started

View All

See Integrations

See the Connectors

Our goal is to make it so seamless you’ll ask “Why 

didn’t we make the switch sooner?” Move from Adobe 

Search&Promote to SearchBlox with confidence and 

ease: our process takes just two weeks.

SearchBlox is an Adobe Exchange Partner. We 
provide native integration with Adobe 

Experience Manager.

Schedule Your Migration Planning Consultation

We make migrations simple.

Schedule Your Migration Planning Consultation

Schedule a Consultation

         
OUR PROCESS                              FEATURES                 HOW WE COMPARE

For retail customers using Search&Promote, Adobe suggests Magento Commerce as a replacement. While that’s 

a great tool for shopping experiences, the scope of what the product does for enterprise content and external 

document repositories is limited. With over 300+ connectors and a ready NLP automation pipeline, our tools replace 

manual, repetitive tasks across the organization—from automatically fixing content titles and descriptions, to 

extracting insights from documents stored in Adobe Experience Manager. Set up a call to talk about how a search 

upgrade creates engaging customer experiences and makes your teams more productive.

Products            Get Started            Schedule A Demo

Ready to replace Adobe 
Search&Promote?
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Personalized Search 
with SearchAI

Relevance Tuning Including 
Promoted Results

Fix Content Automatically 
with PreText NLP

Enterprise Level Security 
Integrations

Easy to integrate Search 
and Analytics

Native AEM Integrations 
(300+ Connectors)

https://www.searchblox.com/replace-adobe-search-promote-with-ai-powered-search/
https://www.searchblox.com/security/
https://www.searchblox.com/searchblox-enterprise-search-10-0/
https://www.searchblox.com/searchblox-enterprise-search-10-0/
https://www.searchblox.com/products/pretext-nlp/
https://www.searchblox.com/products/searchai-personalization/
https://calendly.com/tselvaraj/searchblox-adobe-search-promote-replacement-meeting?month=2022-01
https://calendly.com/tselvaraj/searchblox-adobe-search-promote-replacement-meeting?month=2022-01
https://calendly.com/tselvaraj/searchblox-adobe-search-promote-replacement-meeting?month=2022-01
https://www.searchblox.com/free-trial/
https://calendly.com/tselvaraj/searchblox-adobe-search-promote-replacement-meeting?month=2022-01
https://www.searchblox.com/products/
https://www.searchblox.com/

